H) Stitch strips
together with
1/4” seams.
Press all
seams the
same direction.
I) Now turn
the unit a quarter of turn. (Either direction is fine).
The strips will now be horizontal. Mark ANOTHER
orientation line 1/4” or less from the new top edge.
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J) Remove
the vertical
center seam,
by cutting
~1/4” on
either side of
it, with your
roller. Before
you go any further, press the seams on
ONE of the halves in the opposite direction.
(It doesn’t matter which one.)
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K) Cut strips in the same widths as was done in step F.

L) As before, merge strips from the Left Unit with the strips
from the Right Unit. Start by moving the 1” Left Strip between
the 3” and the >4” strips on the Right Unit. Continue merging
as shown in the illustration to above.

M) Confirm that the strips are all in the right order, and that the orientation lines are all at the top of the unit.

Front view

Back View

N) Now stitch strips together, as you did in step H, using a
1/4” seam. Press all these seams in one direction. You are
DONE!
DONE
Isn’t this a totally cool piece of fabric now? Made as directed,
it’s the perfect size for a Cirque Sac bag. I chose to use the
fabric on the diagonal, but it easily could have been cut out on
the straight of the lines, for a totally different look.
I like this technique because it gives the bag a different “look”
from each side. (There was even enough leftover to use for the
purse “end caps”.
The possibilities are endless. Be daring, and have FUN!
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